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Beautiful 3 bedroom apartment just 15 minutes from the center,
MORZINE
Price : 590 000 €
Reference 3856
Morzine
Apartment
Bedrooms 3
Bathrooms 2
Habitable Area 69.3 m2

Description
Beautiful 3 bedroom apartment just 15 minutes from the centre, MORZINE This apartment is located in the Meuniers area,
on the free shuttle route to the lifts for Avoriaz. The centre of Morzine is a 15min walk from the apartment and is also
accessible through the free ski shuttles. It is located on the first floor of a small residence of three apartments. It has a large
terrace with jacuzzi and a small south-west facing garden. It's many windows make the apartment very bright and offer superb
views of the Morzine valley. It has been renovated and is in excellent condition. The 72m² apartment is composed of:
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- A large open living area with fireplace with access to the terrace
- Two beautiful double bedrooms
- A spacious bunk room of 6.7m²
- Two shower rooms with WC
- A ski room on the ground floor Great opportunity to purchase a pied-à-terre in Morzine. Please contact us for more
information.
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Important Notice
Morzine Immobilier, their clients and any joint agents give notice that:

(1) They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the property either here or
elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise
(2) These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of
fact. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be made in these particulars.
(3) Photos etc: the photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Any
areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text and plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily
comprehensive.
(4) Regulations :It should not be assumed that the property has all the necessary planning, building regulation or other
consents and Morzine Immobilier have not tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by
inspection or otherwise.
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